Brown Patch Caused by Beetles

By ARTHUR LAYER, Greenkeeper
Muscometcong Country Club, Long Island

BROWN-patch, although generally believed to be fungoid in origin actually is caused by a native beetle known as Cyclocephala. The writer has watched this beetle very carefully at night when on the greens. The beetle does not attack foliage or fruit trees, but seems to live entirely on grass roots.

The turf which seems most attractive to the beetle is one which contains the bents and sheep’s fescue. Creeping bent seems to offer better feeding and more protection during the winter months. The fact that we do not have brown-patch except during the months of May, June, July, August and September is because it is only during these months that the Cyclocephala beetle comes out from under the sod.

The first flight of the beetle is probably the strongest and I believe these beetles swarm during the warm months about every three weeks. The young of the first flight will swarm again later, and so on until the weather is against them. Now the closely cut turf of a putting green makes an ideal mating place if the beetles are undisturbed by watering, but if water is kept running freely from sprinklers the beetles will not remain on the greens.

On examining other courses on Long Island I have found the same beetle. The variety seems to be increasing, and—curiously enough—they seem to travel in a north-easterly direction; six of my greens were not attacked the first year or so, but the last two years these greens, which are to the north-east, have been worse for brown-patch.

It is not unusual for the beetles to leave a green entirely alone, although perhaps it may be alongside one which is badly attacked. This is one of the strange things about the animal, and then again, strong winds will blow it in almost any direction. This may account for one green to be attacked and not another.

It is not at all unusual to pick up thousands of these beetles after dark on a moonlight night. They are as plentiful then as the small white grub is when you lift a layer of turf that is grub-infested.
There is no question in my mind but that the brown-patch is caused by the swarming of the Cyclocephala beetles on the turf, and that in swarming they are laying their eggs which develop into white grubs; the grubs in due time developing into beetles. Both generations, beetles and grubs, are harmful to turf.

About Winged Foot
By Lewis M. Evans

To those of us who were fortunate enough to attend the National Open at Winged Foot this year I feel safe in saying that we will always carry a mental picture of that wonderful crowd (numbering thousands), and the able manner in which they were handled.

This article would not be complete without some reference to the man who for months had licked the place into shape for that wonderful event. I can form some idea of what John Elliffe's thoughts must have been as the weatherman failed to help along Nature for weeks prior to the event, of a water system that also failed when it was most needed and necessitated bringing water from another source, those hours of mental torture that we all go through in brown patch weather and many other things that all go with events of this kind.

If there was anything wrong with Winged Foot it was something over which man has no control.

The finest turf today is the result of scientific use of Lecco, the Complete Grass Food—Exclusively a Lyman Carrier product.

Limited Supply of Certified COCOOOS SEED NOW AVAILABLE
The first shipment of the new harvest of Certified Cocoos Seed has arrived from Coquille valley, Oregon. There is but a limited amount now available for Fall seeding.

We advise your order for immediate delivery as no more Cocoos will be received until September. Indications are that there will be a plentiful supply for next Spring.

Cocoos is the last word in bent grass and is in use from coast to coast. Cocoos is guaranteed 90 percent pure, fine in texture, bright green in color the year around and makes a complete covering. Cocoos withstands the extremes of weather and blights.

Scientific Fertilization
Lecco is the world's best balanced fertilizer for fine turf and will solve your problem regardless of location. Lecco produces perfect turf and eliminates weeds and clovers, bare spots and the cost of a compost pile. Leading greenkeepers use Lecco throughout the season. Try 500 pounds.

Lyman Carrier
Granger, Indiana

Do your drains resist impact and frost year after year?

Schools require drainage systems that give service year after year. Construction, therefore, must be planned that will resist the elements and the most unusual conditions of use, so that grounds will be ready for play at all times, except during actual hours of storm.

Dependable drainage can be assured by the use of Armco Perforated Iron Pipe. Because it is flexible this pipe will withstand impact from trucks, rollers and other heavy equipment. Actually it can be frozen solid without the slightest damage.

Ground water enters the pipe through a number of small holes in the bottom of each corrugation and not through the joints. This permits the pipe to be connected into one continuous length with joints that cannot open up and block the pipe with soil deposits.

Complete information on Armco Perforated Pipe for schools, athletic field and playground uses is available on request. Send for it today.

Armco culverts and drains are manufactured from the Armco Ingot Iron of The American Rolling Mill Company and always bear its brand.

Armco Culvert Mfrs. Association
Middletown, Ohio

Armco perforated Pipe
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